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09 Hopf modules and the fundamental theorem for Hopf
(o)quasigroups
Tomasz Brzezi«ski
Abstrat. The notion of a Hopf module over a Hopf (o)quasigroup is introdued and
a version of the fundamental theorem for Hopf (o)quasigroups is proven.
1. Introdution
Generalisations of Hopf algebras over elds have quite a long history. The main
ommon priniple of many (but not all) suh generalisations is the weakening of some of
the algebrai onditions that enter the denition of a Hopf algebra. We mention here but
a few examples. The weakening of the (o)assoiativity leads to quasi-Hopf algebras [2℄.
If the algebra part of a Hopf algebra is not required to have a unit, one obtains multiplier
Hopf algebras [5℄. If one does not require the unit to be omultipliative and the ounit
to be multipliative, one is led to weak Hopf algebras [1℄. The most reent additions to
this family of generalisations are Hopf quasigroups and Hopf oquasigroups introdued in
[3℄ in order to apture the quasigroup features of the (algebrai) 7-sphere. Similarly to
quasi-Hopf algebras, Hopf (o)quasigroups are not required to be (o)assoiative. The
lak of (o)assoiativity is ompensated by onditions involving the antipode.
The rst aim of this note is to show that, similarly to standard Hopf algebras, Hopf
(o)quasigroups an be haraterised by a Galois-type ondition. More speially, that a
Hopf oquasigroup satises the right Galois ondition, i.e. that the right Galois map (see
Denition 2.3) is bijetive, is already proven in [3, Lemma 6.3℄. Parallel arguments yield
satisfation of the left Galois ondition for Hopf oquasigroups and both Galois onditions
for Hopf quasigroups. We provide the onverse to this statement, namely that one needs
both left and right Galois maps to have almost (o)linear inverses (see Denition 2.2) to
infer the existene of an antipode for a Hopf (o)quasigroup. We also lay foundations
for the theory of Hopf modules over Hopf (o)quasigroups, and show in partiular that
the ategories of suh modules are equivalent to the ategory of vetor spaes. All these
results an be understood as a Hopf (o)quasigroup version of the fundamental theorem
of Hopf algebra theory. They an also be interpreted as the general bakground that
allows for the development of dierential strutures on Hopf oquasigroups presented in
[3, Setion 6℄.
All algebras and oalgebras are over a eld k. Unadorned tensor produt symbol
represents the tensor produt of k-vetor spaes. The identity map on a vetor spae
V is denoted by V . The unit of a Hopf algebra H both as an element of H and as a
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map k → H is denoted by 1. The produt of elements of a Hopf algebra is denoted by
juxtaposition.
2. The rst fundamental theorem for Hopf (o)quasigroups
The aim of this setion is to show that the denition of a Hopf (o)quasigroup an be
rephrased in terms of bijetivity of (anonial) Galois maps.
Definition 2.1 ([3℄). Let H be a vetor spae that is a unital (not neessarily asso-
iative) algebra with produt µ : H⊗H → H and unit 1 : k → H , and a ounital (not
neessarily oassoiative) oalgebra with oprodut ∆ : H → H⊗H and ounit ε : H → k
that are algebra homomorphisms.
H is alled a Hopf quasigroup provided ∆ is oassoiative and there exists a linear
map S : H → H suh that
µ ◦ (H⊗µ) ◦ (S⊗H⊗H) ◦ (∆⊗H) = ε⊗H = µ ◦ (H⊗µ) ◦ (H⊗S⊗H) ◦ (∆⊗H) (2.1)
and
µ ◦ (µ⊗H) ◦ (H⊗H⊗S) ◦ (H⊗∆) = H⊗ε = µ ◦ (µ⊗H) ◦ (H⊗S⊗H) ◦ (H⊗∆). (2.2)
H is alled a Hopf oquasigroup provided µ is assoiative and there exists a linear map
S : H → H suh that
(µ⊗H) ◦ (S⊗H⊗H) ◦ (H⊗∆) ◦∆ = 1⊗H = (µ⊗H) ◦ (H⊗S⊗H) ◦ (H⊗∆) ◦∆ (2.3)
and
(H⊗µ) ◦ (H⊗H⊗S) ◦ (∆⊗H) ◦∆ = H⊗1 = (H⊗µ) ◦ (H⊗S⊗H) ◦ (∆⊗H) ◦∆. (2.4)
We use Sweedler notation for oprodut, that is, for all h ∈ H , ∆(h) = h(1)⊗h(2). One
should remember, however, that if ∆ is not oassoiative, the standard Sweedler's relabel-
ing rules no longer apply. As for standard Hopf algebras, the map S in Denition 2.1 is
alled an antipode. To relieve the notation from some brakets, we write Sh for the value
of S at h. It is proven in [3℄ that the antipode is antimultipliative and antiomultiplia-
tive and it immediately follows from (any of) equations (2.1)(2.4) that, for all h ∈ H ,
(Sh(1))h(2) = h(1)Sh(2) = ε(h)1, i.e. S enjoys the standard antipode property.
Definition 2.2. Let H be a (not neessarily) assoiative algebra with a ompatible
(not neessarily oassoiative) oalgebra struture as in Denition 2.1. Consider a k-linear
map φ : H⊗H → H⊗H . We say that
(a) φ is almost left H-linear if, for all g, h ∈ H , φ(g⊗h) = (g⊗1)φ(1⊗h);
(b) φ is almost right H-linear if, for all g, h ∈ H , φ(g⊗h) = φ(g⊗1)(1⊗h);
() φ is almost left H-olinear if φ = (H⊗ε⊗H) ◦ (H⊗φ) ◦ (∆⊗H), that is, for all
g, h ∈ H , φ(g⊗h) = g(1)⊗(ε⊗H)(φ(g(2)⊗h));
(d) φ is almost right H-olinear if φ = (H⊗ε⊗H) ◦ (φ⊗H) ◦ (H⊗∆), that is, for all
g, h ∈ H , φ(g⊗h) = (H⊗ε)(φ(g⊗h(1)))⊗h(2).
In ase (o)produt of H is (o)assoiative, the notion of almost H-(o)linearity oin-
ides with that of H-(o)linearity.
Definition 2.3. Let H be a (not neessarily) assoiative algebra with a ompatible
(not neessarily oassoiative) oalgebra struture as in Denition 2.1. The k-linear map
β : H⊗H → H⊗H, β = (µ⊗H) ◦ (H⊗∆) : g⊗h 7→ gh(1)⊗h(2), (2.5)
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is alled the right Galois map. The k-linear map
γ : H⊗H → H⊗H, γ = (H⊗µ) ◦ (∆⊗H) : g⊗h 7→ g(1)⊗g(2)h, (2.6)
is alled the left Galois map.
Lemma 2.4. The right Galois map β is almost left H-linear and almost right H-
olinear. The left Galois map γ is almost right H-linear and almost left H-olinear.
Proof. The statements are obviously related by the left-right symmetry, hene we
prove only the rst one. The fat that β is almost left H-linear follows immediately from
the observation that, for all h ∈ H , β(1⊗h) = ∆(h), and from the unitality of µ. In view
of the ounitality of ∆, we obtain, for all g, h ∈ H ,
(H⊗ε)(β(g⊗h(1)))⊗h(2) = gh(1)(1)⊗ε(h(1)(2))⊗h(2) = gh(1)⊗h(2) = β(g⊗h),
hene β is almost right H-olinear as required. ⊔⊓
The main result of this setion is ontained in the following (one diretion, that β is
bijetive for a Hopf oquasigroup is already proven in [3, Lemma 6.3℄)
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a vetor spae that is a unital (not neessarily assoiative)
algebra with produt µ : H⊗H → H and unit 1 : k → H, and a ounital (not neessarily
oassoiative) oalgebra with oprodut ∆ : H → H⊗H and ounit ε : H → k that are
algebra homomorphisms.
(1) H is a Hopf quasigroup if and only if ∆ is oassoiative and the right and left Galois
maps have almost left, resp. right H-linear inverses.
(2) H is a Hopf oquasigroup if and only if µ is assoiative and the right and left Galois
maps have almost right, resp. left H-olinear inverses.
Proof. (1) If H is a Hopf quasigroup, then, by denition, ∆ is oassoiative. Set
β−1 : H⊗H → H⊗H, g⊗h 7→ gSh(1)⊗h(2), (2.7)
and
γ−1 : H⊗H → H⊗H, g⊗h 7→ g(1)⊗(Sg(2))h. (2.8)
The map β−1 is almost left H-linear and γ−1 is almost right H-linear. Furthermore,
that β−1 is the inverse to β follows by a alulation parallel to that in the proof of [3,
Lemma 6.3℄, whih establishes the bijetivity of β for a Hopf oquasigroup. Expliitly, for
all g, h ∈ H ,
β−1 ◦ β(g⊗h) = β−1(gh(1)⊗h(2)) = (gh(1))Sh(2)⊗h(3) = g⊗h,
by the rst of equations (2.2). Similarly, using the seond of equations (2.2) one omputes
β ◦ β−1(g⊗h) = (gSh(1))h(2)⊗h(3) = g⊗h.
Therefore, β−1 is the inverse of β. Analogous omputation that uses equations (2.1) yields
that γ−1 is the inverse of γ.
Conversely, assume that the Galois maps β and γ have the required inverses and
introdue the notation, for all h ∈ H ,
h[1]⊗h[2] := β−1(1⊗h), h(1)⊗h(2) := γ−1(h⊗1).
Sine β−1 and γ−1 are almost H-linear, for all g, h ∈ H ,
β−1(g⊗h) = gh[1]⊗h[2], γ−1(h⊗g) = h(1)⊗h(2)g. (2.9)
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Dene k-linear maps S : H → H , S¯ : H → H , by
S : h 7→ h[1]ε(h[2]), S¯ : h 7→ ε(h(1))h(2), (2.10)
that is
S = (H⊗ε) ◦ β−1 ◦ (1⊗H), S¯ = (ε⊗H) ◦ γ−1 ◦ (H⊗1). (2.11)
Sine the oprodut ∆ is oassoiative, the almost right olinearity of β is tantamount
with its olinearity, and hene also β−1 is right H-olinear. This implies that, for all
h ∈ H ,
h(1)
[1]⊗h(1)
[2]⊗h(2) = h
[1]⊗h[2](1)⊗h
[2]
(2).
Applying the ounit to the middle fator one onludes that
h[1]⊗h[2] = h(1)
[1]ε(h(1)
[2])⊗h(2) = Sh(1)⊗h(2).
In view of equation (2.9), the map β−1 has the same form as in (2.7). Calulations
analogous to those in the rst part (i.e. the use of the fat that β−1 is the inverse of β)
produe the equalities
(gh(1))Sh(2)⊗h(3) = g⊗h = (gSh(1))h(2)⊗h(3).
Applying the ounit to the seond fator, one obtains equations (2.2).
Following similar hain of arguments one onludes that the map S¯ satises equations
(2.1). Finally, using the fats that S satises equations (2.2) (in the seond equality), and
that S¯ satises equalities (2.1) (in the third step), we an ompute, for all h ∈ H ,
S¯(h) = S¯h(1)ε(h(2)) = ((S¯h(1))h(2))Sh(3) = ε(h(1))Sh(2) = Sh.
Thus the maps S and S¯ oinide and they are the required antipode of the Hopf quasi-
group.
(2) Note that the denition of S and S¯ in equations (2.11) is self-dual under the
usual duality (reversing arrows, interhanging algebra with oalgebra strutures), whih
interhanges Hopf quasigroups with Hopf oquasigroups. Thus the similar reasoning as
in part (1) gives the proof of part (2). ⊔⊓
3. Hopf modules over Hopf (o)quasigroups
The aim of this setion is to introdue Hopf modules over Hopf (o)quasigroups and
to show that, similarly to ordinary Hopf algebras, the ategories of suh modules are
equivalent to the ategory of vetor spaes.
3.1. Hopf modules over Hopf quasigroups.
Definition 3.1. Let H be a Hopf quasigroup. Let M be a oassoiative and ounital
right H-omodule with oation ̺M and a unital right H-module with ation ̺M . M is
said to be a right H-Hopf module if
̺M◦(̺M⊗H)◦(M⊗H⊗S)◦(M⊗∆) = M⊗ε = ̺M◦(̺M⊗H)◦(M⊗S⊗H)◦(M⊗∆) (3.1)
and
̺M ◦ ̺M = (̺M⊗µ) ◦ (M⊗ flip ⊗H) ◦ (̺
M⊗∆). (3.2)
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Writing m ·h for ̺M(m⊗h) and using the Sweedler notation for oation ̺
M(m) =
m(0)⊗m(1), the onditions (3.1) and (3.2) read expliitly, for all h ∈ H and m ∈M ,
(m·h(1))·Sh(2) = mε(h) = (m·Sh(1))·h(2) and (m·h)(0)⊗(m·h)(1) = m(0) ·h(1)⊗m(1)h(2).
Equation (3.2) is the usual ompatibility ondition for Hopf modules [4, Setion 4.1℄,
while equation (3.1) is a substitute for the assoiativity of the H-ation, as it is satised
automatially whenever right H-ation is assoiative. Note that H is a right H-Hopf
module with the multipliation as ation and oprodut as oation.
We begin the analysis of Hopf modules over a Hopf quasigroup by the following simple
(and ompletely lassial)
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a Hopf quasigroup and let M be a right H-Hopf module. Then,
for all m ∈M ,
̺M(m(0) ·Sm(1)) = m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗1. (3.3)
Consequently, for all m ∈M and h ∈ H,
̺M
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·h
)
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·h(1)⊗h(2). (3.4)
Proof. Equation (3.3) follows by the ompatibility ondition (3.2), and by the an-
tiomultipliativity and the antipode property of S. Then equation (3.4) is a simple
onsequene of (3.3) and (3.2) (all as in the standard Hopf algebra ase). ⊔⊓
On a Hopf module over H one an indue a new H-Hopf module struture as follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let H be a Hopf quasigroup and let M be a right H-Hopf module
with ation ̺M and oation ̺
M
. Then M is a right H-Hopf module with ation
̺̂M = ̺M ◦ (̺M⊗H) ◦ (M⊗S⊗µ) ◦ (̺M⊗H⊗H) ◦ (̺M⊗H), (3.5)
and oation ̺M .
Proof. In terms of Sweedler's notation, the map ̺̂M reads expliitly, for all m ∈ M
and h ∈ H , ̺̂M(m⊗h) = (m(0) ·Sm(1)) ·(m(2)h) . The seond of equations (3.1) and the
ounitality of ̺M immediately imply that ̺̂M (m⊗1) = m. Write m⊳h for ̺̂M (m⊗h).
Then, for all g, h ∈ H , m ∈M ,
(m⊳g)⊳h =
(((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)g
)
(1)
)
·S
(
m(2)g
)
(2)
)
·
((
m(2)g
)
(3)h
)
,
by equation (3.4) in Lemma 3.2. Thus the rst of equations (3.1) implies that
(m⊳g)⊳h =
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
((
m(2)g
)
h
)
. (3.6)
Therefore,
(m⊳Sh(1))⊳h(2) =
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
((
m(2)Sh(1)
)
h(2)
)
= (m(0) ·Sm(1))·m(2)ε(h) = mε(h),
where the seond equality follows by the seond of equations (2.2) and the third one
by the seond of equations (3.1). Similarly, the rst equations in (2.2) and (3.1) imply
that (m⊳h(1))⊳Sh(2) = mε(h). Finally, ombining equation (3.4) in Lemma 3.2 with the
multipliativity of oprodut we obtain
̺M(m⊳h) =
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·(m(2)h)(1)⊗(m(2)h)(2)
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·(m(2)h(1))⊗m(3)h(2) = m(0)⊳h(1)⊗m(1)h(2).
Therefore the ompatibility ondition (3.2) between ̺̂M and ̺M holds, and M is a right
H-Hopf module as stated. ⊔⊓
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One ould attempt to iterate the indution proedure desribed in Proposition 3.3, i.e.
apply it again to the H-Hopf module with ation ̺̂M . The antipode axiom and equation
(3.3) in Lemma 3.2 immediately imply, however, that the iteration must terminate after
the rst step, that is
̺̂̂
M = ̺̂M . If, on the other hand, the ation ̺M is assoiative, then
the rst of equations (2.1) implies that already ̺̂M = ̺M .
Definition 3.4. LetH be a Hopf quasigroup, and letM , N be rightH-Hopf modules.
A k-linear map f : M → N is said to beH-quasilinear provided, it isH-linear with respet
to the indued ations ̺̂M and ̺̂N , dened in Proposition 3.3. That is, the following
diagram
M⊗H
f⊗H
//
b̺M

N⊗H
b̺N

M
f
// N
is ommutative. A map of right H-Hopf modules is a map that is both right H-olinear
and right H-quasilinear. The olletion of all right H-Hopf modules with their maps
forms a ategory whih is denoted by MHH .
Expliitly and exploring the H-olinearity, an H-olinear map f : M → N is H-
quasilinear (i.e. a morphism of H-Hopf modules) if and only if, for all m ∈M and h ∈ H ,
f
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
))
=
(
f
(
m(0)
)
·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
. (3.7)
Note that, whenever the H-ation is assoiative, the quasilinearity of a map is tantamount
with its right H-linearity. Thus, if H is a Hopf algebra, then MHH is the usual ategory of
right H-Hopf modules.
Lemma 3.5. Let H be a Hopf quasigroup and let M be a right H-Hopf module. Then
M⊗H is a right H-Hopf module with oation M⊗∆ and the diagonal ation, i.e., for all
m ∈M , g, h ∈ H,
(m⊗h)·g := m·g(1)⊗hg(2).
Furthermore, ̺M is a morphism of right H-Hopf modules.
Proof. First we need to prove onditions (3.1) for M⊗H . Take any m ∈ M and
g, h ∈ H , and ompute
((m⊗h)·g(1))·Sg(2) = (m·g(1))·Sg(4)⊗(hg(2))Sg(3) = (m·g(1))·Sg(2)⊗h = m⊗hε(g),
where the seond equality follows by the rst of equations (2.2), and the third equality is
a onsequene of the rst of equations (3.1). This proves the rst of ondition (3.1) for
M⊗H . The seond one is proven in a similar way, using the seond of (2.2) and (3.1).
The ompatibility ondition (3.2) for M⊗H follows by the ompatibility for M and
by the multipliativity of the oprodut (as in the standard Hopf algebra ase).
By the oassoiativity, the map ̺M is right H-olinear, so only ondition (3.7) need
be heked. Equation (3.4) implies, for all m ∈M , h ∈ H ,
̺M
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
))
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
(1)⊗
(
m(2)h
)
(2)
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗1
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
.
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On the other hand, the antipode property of S yields,(
̺M
(
m(0)
)
·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(3)⊗m(1)Sm(2)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
=
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗1
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
.
Therefore, the map ̺M is both right H-olinear and H-quasilinear as required. ⊔⊓
The ategory
H
HM of left H-Hopf modules is dened symmetrially, and the left H-
Hopf module versions of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5, and of Proposition 3.3 an be similarly
proven.
The following theorem ontains the main result of this setion.
Theorem 3.6. For any Hopf quasigroup H, the ategories of left and right H-Hopf
modules are equivalent to the ategory of vetor spaes.
Proof. We onentrate on the right H-Hopf modules, as the left H-Hopf modules an
be treated symmetrially.
Dene the indution funtor F : Vectk → M
H
H as follows. For any vetor spae V ,
F (V ) = V⊗H with the H-ation and oation dened by, for all g, h ∈ H and v ∈ V ,
(v⊗h)·g = v⊗hg, v⊗h 7→ v⊗h(1)⊗h(2).
That is the right H-ation is V⊗µ and the oation is V⊗∆. Then onditions (2.2)
ensure that F (V ) obeys equations (3.1). The multipliativity of the oprodut yields the
satisfation of ondition (3.2) for F (V ). Thus F (V ) is a right H-Hopf module. Given a
k-linear map f : V →W , dene the H-olinear and H-quasilinear map F (f) by
F (f) : V⊗H →W⊗H, v⊗h 7→ f(v)⊗h.
Dene the oinvariants funtor G : MHH → Vectk as follows. For any right H-Hopf
module M ,
G(M) = M coH := {m ∈M | ̺M(m) = m⊗1}.
On morphisms G treats an H-olinear and H-quasilinear map f : M → N as the under-
lying linear transformation and restrits it to M coH . The image of the restrited map is
a subspae of N coH sine f is H-olinear.
Lemma 3.7. The indution funtor F is left adjoint to the oinvariants funtor G.
Proof. We need to onstrut the unit and ounit of adjuntion. For any vetor spae
V , dene
ηV : V → (V⊗H)
coH, v 7→ v⊗1.
This is obviously a k-linear map and it is natural in V , thus the family of all suh ηV
forms a natural transformation η : idVectk → G ◦ F .
For any right H-Hopf module dene,
σM : M
coH⊗H →M, m⊗h 7→ m·h.
The H-olinearity of σM follows by the ompatibility ondition (3.2), as, for allm ∈M
coH
and h ∈ H ,
̺M(σM (m⊗h)) = (m·h)(0)⊗(m·h)(1) = m·h(1)⊗h(2) = σM(m⊗h(1))⊗h(2).
Next take any g, h ∈ H and m ∈ M coH and ompute
σM
(((
m⊗h(1)
)
·Sh(2)
)
·
(
h(3)g
))
= σM
(
m⊗
(
h(1)Sh(2)
) (
h(3)g
))
= σM (m⊗hg) = m·(hg),
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where the denition of the antipode have been used to derive the third equality. On the
other hand,(
σM
(
m⊗h(1)
)
·Sh(2)
)
·
(
h(3)g
)
=
((
m·h(1)
)
·Sh(2)
)
·
(
h(3)g
)
= m·(hg),
by the rst of equations (3.1). Therefore, σM is also a rightH-quasilinear map as required.
Take any H-olinear and H-quasilinear map f : M → N and ompute, for all m ∈
M coH and h ∈ H ,
f(σM(m⊗h)) = f(m·h) = f
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·(m(2)h)
)
=
(
f
(
m(0)
)
·Sm(1)
)
·(m(2)h) = f(m)·h = σN(f(m)⊗h),
where the seond and fourth equalities follow by the fat that ̺M(m) = m⊗1 and by
the unitality of ations and produts, while the third equality is a onsequene of H-
quasilinearity of f . This proves that σM is natural in M , hene the family of all the σM
forms a natural transformation σ : F ◦G→ idMH
H
. Finally, the triangular identities for the
unit and ounit of adjuntion follow by the unitality of both the H-ation and produt
in H . ⊔⊓
In view of Lemma 3.7 we need to prove that the unit and ounit of adjuntion on-
struted in its proof are natural isomorphisms. For any vetor spae V , the inverse of ηV
is given by
η−1V : (V⊗H)
coH → V,
∑
i
vi⊗hi 7→
∑
i
viε(hi).
The map η−1V is learly natural in V , and that the omposite η
−1
V ◦ηV is the identity linear
transformation on V follows immediately by ε(1) = 1. To ompute the other omposite,
rst observe that
∑
i v
i⊗hi ∈ (V⊗H)coH if and only if∑
i
vi⊗hi(1)⊗h
i
(2) =
∑
i
vi⊗hi⊗1.
Applying the ounit to the middle fator we thus obtain that the elements of (V⊗H)coH
are haraterised by the equation
∑
i v
i⊗hi =
∑
i v
iε(hi)⊗1. Using this haraterisation
one immediately nds that the omposite ηV ◦ η
−1
V is the identity on (V⊗H)
coH
. All this
is the same as in the standard Hopf algebra ase.
The onstrution of the natural inverse of σ is slightly more involved. We laim that,
for all H-Hopf modules M , the inverse of σM is given by
σ−1M : M →M
coH⊗H, m 7→ m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗m(2).
By equation (3.3) in Lemma 3.2, the map σ−1M (M) ⊆M
coH⊗H , hene σ−1M is well-dened
(as a k-linear map). By the oassoiativity of the oprodut, σ−1M is a right H-olinear
map. In view of equation (3.4) in Lemma 3.2, for all h ∈ H and m ∈M ,
σ−1M
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
))
=
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
(1)
)
·S
(
m(2)h
)
(2)⊗
(
m(2)h
)
(3) = m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗m(2)h,
where the last equality follows by the rst of equations (3.1). On the other hand,(
σ−1M
(
m(0)
)
·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)h
)
=
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗m(2)
)
·Sm(3)
)
·
(
m(4)h
)
= m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗
(
m(2)Sm(3)
) (
m(4)h
)
= m(0) ·Sm(1)⊗m(2)h,
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where the antipode property was used to obtain the nal equality. Therefore, σ−1M is also
an H-quasilinear map.
Take any H-olinear and H-quasilinear map f : M → N . Sine f is H-olinear,
σ−1N ◦ f(m) = f(m)(0) ·Sf(m)(1)⊗f(m)(2) = f(m(0))·Sm(1)⊗m(2),
for all m ∈ M . On the other hand, by the antipode property, H-quasilinearity of f , and
the antipode property again,
f
(
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
= f
((
m(0) ·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)Sm(3)
))
=
(
f(m(0))·Sm(1)
)
·
(
m(2)Sm(3)
)
= f(m(0))·Sm(1).
Therefore,
(f⊗H) ◦ σ−1M (m) = f(m(0) ·Sm(1))⊗m(2) = f(m(0))·Sm(1)⊗m(2) = σ
−1
N ◦ f(m),
i.e. the map σ−1M is natural in M .
Finally we need to prove that, for every H-Hopf module M , σ−1M is the inverse of σM .
For any m ∈M ,
σM(σ
−1
M (m)) = (m(0) ·Sm(1))·m(2) = m,
by the seond of equalities (3.1) and the ounitality of the oation. For all m ∈ M coH
and h ∈ H ,
σ−1M (σM(m⊗h)) = (m·h)(0) ·S(m·h)(1)⊗(m·h)(2) = (m·h(1))·Sh(2)⊗h(3) = m⊗h,
where the seond equality is obtained by ombining equation (3.2) with the fat that
̺M(m) = m⊗1, and the third equality follows by the rst of equations (3.1) and by the
ounitality of the oprodut.
This ompletes the proof of the ategory equivalene MHH ≃ Vectk. The equivalene
of vetor spaes to left H-Hopf modules follows by symmetri arguments. ⊔⊓
Diretly from the proof of Theorem 3.6 one draws the following
Corollary 3.8. Let H be a Hopf quasigroup, and view H⊗H as a right H-Hopf
module as in Lemma 3.5. Let F : Vectk → M
H
H be the indution funtor desribed in
the proof of Theorem 3.6. Then the right Galois map β given in Denition 2.3 is an
isomorphism of H-Hopf modules F (H)→ H⊗H.
Proof. Observe that (H⊗H)coH = H⊗1. Then β = σH⊗H , where σ is the ounit of
the indution-oinvariant adjuntion desribed in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Thus β is an
isomorphism of H-Hopf modules. ⊔⊓
In a symmetri way the left Galois map γ is an isomorphism of left H-Hopf modules.
3.2. Hopf modules over Hopf oquasigroups. Considerations regarding Hopf
modules over Hopf oquasigroups are dual to these regarding Hopf quasigroups, so we
merely outline main observations without giving detailed proofs.
Definition 3.9. Let H be a Hopf oquasigroup. Let M be a ounital right H-
omodule with oation ̺M and an assoiative unital right H-module with ation ̺M . M
is said to be a right H-Hopf module if
(M⊗µ)◦(M⊗H⊗S)◦(̺M⊗H)◦̺M = M⊗1 = (M⊗µ)◦(M⊗S⊗H)◦(̺M⊗H)◦̺M (3.8)
and
̺M ◦ ̺M = (̺M⊗µ) ◦ (M⊗ flip ⊗H) ◦ (̺
M⊗∆). (3.9)
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The onditions (3.8) and (3.9) are obtained by the dualisation of onditions (3.1) and
(3.2). Note that (3.2) is self-dual hene onditions (3.2) and (3.9) oinide. By the same
dualisation proedure applied to Proposition 3.3 one obtains
Proposition 3.10. Let H be a Hopf oquasigroup, and let M be a right H-Hopf
modules with ation ̺M and oation ̺
M
. Then M is a right H-Hopf module with ation
̺M and oation
̺̂M = (̺M⊗H) ◦ (̺M⊗H⊗H) ◦ (M⊗S⊗∆) ◦ (̺M⊗H) ◦ ̺M .
As in the ase of modules over Hopf oquasigroups, the iteration of oations by the
proedure desribed in Proposition 3.10 terminates after the rst step, i.e.
̺̂̂M = ̺̂M .
Definition 3.11. Let H be a Hopf oquasigroup, and let M , N be right H-Hopf
modules. A k-linear map f : M → N is said to be right H-quasiolinear provided it is
right H-olinear with respet to the indued oations ̺̂M , ̺̂N ; see Proposition 3.10. The
olletion of all right H-Hopf modules with right H-linear and H-quasiolinear maps as
morphisms forms a ategory whih is denoted by MHH .
The ategory of left H-Hopf modules is dened symmetrially. Dualising the state-
ments and proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 one obtains the following
Lemma 3.12. Let H be a Hopf oquasigroup and let M be a right H-Hopf module.
(1) For all m ∈M and h ∈ H,
(m·h)(0) ·S(m·h)(1) = m(0) ·Sm(1)ε(h).
(2) M⊗H is a right H-Hopf module with ation M⊗µ and the diagonal oation, i.e.
for all m ∈M , h ∈ H,
m⊗h 7→ m(0)⊗h(1)⊗m(1)h(2).
Furthermore, ̺M is a morphism of H-Hopf modules.
The following is the Hopf oquasigroup version of Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.13. For any Hopf oquasigroup H, the ategories of left and right H-Hopf
modules are equivalent to the ategory of vetor spaes.
Proof. This is dual to Theorem 3.6. In the ase of right H-Hopf modules, the
equivalene is given by the indution funtor F = −⊗H : Vectk → M
H
H dened by the
same formulae as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Its inverse equivalene is the H-invariants
funtor G : MHH → Vectk dened on objets as G(M) = M
H
, where MH is given by the
oequaliser
M ⊗H
̺M
//
M⊗ε
// M
πM
// MH .
On morphisms f : M → N , G(f) is dened by the formula G(f) ◦ πM = πN ◦ f (the
existene and the uniqueness of G(f) follow by the fat that f is right H-linear and by
the universal property of oequalisers). G is the left adjoint of F . The unit of adjuntion
is dened by, for all H-Hopf modules M ,
ηM : M → M
H⊗H, m 7→ πM (m(0))⊗m(1).
The ounit of adjuntion is, for all vetor spaes V ,
σV : (V⊗H)
H → V, πV⊗H(v⊗h) 7→ vε(h),
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whih is well-dened by the multipliativity of the ounit ε and by the universal property
of oequalisers. The inverse of σV is
σ−1V : V → (V⊗H)
H , v 7→ πV⊗H(v⊗1),
and the inverse of ηM is
η−1M : M
H⊗H →M, πM(m)⊗h 7→ m(0) ·(Sm(1))h,
whih is well-dened by the antimultipliativity of S and by its antipode property. ⊔⊓
Dually to Corollary 3.8, one proves that the left Galois map γ given in Denition 2.3 is
an isomorphism of right H-Hopf modules H⊗H → F (H), where H⊗H is a right H-Hopf
module as in Lemma 3.12(2).
Note that if H is a Hopf algebra, then the H-oinvariants and H-invariants funtors
from the ategory of right H-Hopf modules to Vectk are naturally isomorphi. For a right
H-Hopf module M the isomorphism M coH → MH and its inverse are, for all n ∈ M coH
and m ∈M ,
n 7→ π(n), π(m) 7→ m(0) ·Sm(1).
Under this isomorpism the unit (resp. ounit) of adjuntion onstruted in the proof of
Theorem 3.13 oinides with the inverse of the ounit (resp. unit) of adjuntion desribd
in the proof of Theorem 3.6.
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